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**Abstract**

Software developers explore and inspect software repository data to obtain detailed information archived in the development history. However, developers who are not acquainted with the development context suffer from delving into the repositories with a handful of information; they have difficulty discovering and expanding information fragments considering the topological and sequential multidimensional structure of repositories. We introduce ExIF, an interactive visualization for exploring information fragments in software repositories. ExIF helps users discover new information fragments within clusters or topological neighbors and identify revisions incorporating user-collected fragments.

**Index Terms:** Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visualization systems and tools—Visualization toolkits;

**1 Introduction**

Developers explore software repository data to understand development history. A developer who has joined a new project or needs to find a solution related to a historical issue can acquire information from the repository that archives sets of changed files and metadata such as author, message, date, and branch name.

If developers are not acquainted with the development context or not aware of important context, whether entirely or partially, they need to discover enough information fragments (subsets of development information) \(^4\) from the repository. However, they can suffer from exploring the repository due to the inherent complex topology and dimensionality of the metadata. In the case of Git repository exploration, one can discover a new information fragment from clusters of commits containing similar changes or topologically neighboring commits; for example, they can consider sequential changes because commits preserve only differences between commits; or they can query keywords along an appropriate dimension for finding important commits.

Developers mostly use GitHub or their own scripts using the `git-log` for navigating and searching information fragments. RepoVis \(^3\) supports a full-text search for repositories with a comprehensive visual overview, and Cosentino et al. \(^2\) proposed a Git repository inspector by SQL querying based on the conceptual schema. However, such works focused on supporting keyword search rather than on discovering and expanding information fragments.

Meanwhile, similar issues have been addressed in the literature search field as the underlying structure of academic metadata is also huge and complicated, like git metadata. Sultanum et al. \(^6\) conducted an interview with researchers to draw design goals throughout the entire literature review workflow. Choe et al. \(^1\) investigated further into the content discovery and inclusion stage in the workflow. They distilled finer user needs such as discovering and expanding from the first seed paper or seeking serendipity to find relevant papers. Although these works are from different fields, we could adopt the discovery process and task objectives from them.

In this paper, we introduce ExIF\(^1\), an interactive visualization for exploring information fragments in software repositories. ExIF is implemented based on the features of the Githru \(^5\) system to provide a scalable overview of a Git repository’s complex topology. The proposed visualization supports discovering and expanding information fragments from clusters or topological neighbors through efficient navigation of the topology. Also, ExIF helps users identify commits that incorporate user-collected fragments.

**2 Design Considerations**

Discovering and expanding new fragments is not a simple task but rather a compound process that requires iterative querying of known fragments \(^1,\ 6\). We simulated the iterative process of exploring information fragments in Git repository based on the researches...
of literature search; 1) Starting from a handful of fragments, one iteratively searches target areas for a commit containing parts of fragments, a bunch of commits within a certain period or a release; 2) One can discover new fragments while understanding the context of target areas by investigating their overview and details; 3) Then, the collected fragments are reused for the next query; 4) Finally, one can identify the precise context and revisions incorporating the collected fragments.

To support this iterative process of exploring information fragments, we derived design considerations:

- **C1: Narrow down the range of the exploration.** Support filtering the target area to narrow down the exploration scope.
- **C2: Obtain an overview of the selection and examine details.** Gain an overview of numerous commits in the target area and examine details on demand.
- **C3: Scoping topological neighbors or clusters.** Scoping the target area to include topological neighbors or clusters of similar commits.
- **C4: Expand the collected fragments.** Expand the information fragments by discovering the residual fragments.

C1 and C2 come from the fact that software repositories are huge and complicated. C3 is to support the topological exploration of the repository. Still at the same time, we aim to provide users with serendipitous finding of new information fragments within topologically or temporally adjacent contexts.

### 3 Interactive Visualization

In this section, we describe the visualization and interaction design of ExIF for exploring information fragments in Git repository.

**Scoping the exploration range** The base system, Github helps the initial scoping of the exploration range in the stem graph through temporal filtering and clustering by releases or similarity of commits (C1). One can select the scope according to initial fragments of issued context such as author, issue date, release, and keywords. The scope is not necessarily small or specific because it contains topologically neighboring commits on the same branch; therefore one can discover new potentially relevant fragments within the topologically or temporally similar context (C3). The clusters included in the selected scope are displayed at the top of the screen as shown in Figure 1a, and they are encoded in the rectangular shape with the count of commits included in the bottom right corner as the graph representation of the base system. We provide a vertical slider to control the granularity of clustering to help users narrow down the scope without going back and forth to the selection (C1).

**Dimension values overview** One can examine the detail of commits in the clusters by clicking on each cluster (Figure 1b). However, a large number of commits in a cluster could make it hard to discover fragments. Hence, we depict the overview of dimension values in the dimension value table (Figure 1e) aligned with clusters above (C2). The leftmost column of the table displays the top five most frequent values of each dimension in the selected scope and the other columns also present top five values of each commit vertically. In case of the file and directory dimensions, the LOC (Lines of Code) value is also depicted to show the amount of changed code. The color of each value cell is derived from each dimension’s color (as shown in the legend at the upper right corner), and its brightness level decreases in the order of frequent ranking. We linked the cells of the same rank with curved lines to help users track changes in the rank of the frequent values; hence one can identify how the importance of the cell values changes.

**Inspection by fragments** One can inspect whether each cluster incorporates known fragments to discover more fragments and identify the appropriate commits containing the desired context (C4). By clicking on an information fragment in the dimension value table or the detail of commits, the inspection view describes whether each cluster contains the fragment (Figure 1d). When inspecting multiple fragments, one can identify the appropriate clusters by checking the matched sum in the last row, representing how much the cluster is related to the fragments; This approach is for increasing the recall rather than the precision of search to discover potential fragments.

**Fragment History and Pinning** The fragment view presents their history when the fragments are clicked (Figure 1c; C4). Also, one can collect discovered fragments by pinning. They can be reused for inspecting a new selection scope at once.

### 4 Qualitative Study and Discussion

We performed a case study with a developer (D1; 12 years of development experience) who had been using Git in practice. We demonstrated the tool with the interviewee and discussed its usability, effectiveness, limitations for deriving further works to be deployed in practice.

D1 was mainly interested in obtaining both an overview and details through the dimension value table. He went through the overall values based on the leftmost column by comparing them to the clusters’ values. He could understand whether or not to examine the clusters by the colors of the values. He then investigated the detail of the clusters having common values and sometimes examined the detail of the cluster without common values (Figure 1f) to check the reason why the cluster became the outlier in the selection scope.

He addressed the necessity of filtering by dimension in the case of a large number of value cells. Moreover, he suggested the aggregated view of the information that matches the collected fragments. He pointed out that it was confusing to distinguish the LOC and commit count value of the file/directory dimensions; we need to separate them using different color channels or a hierarchical view.

He also noted that the system needs to provide the detail of changed source codes. Our system focused on Git metadata as information fragments but not on changed source codes due to concerns about performance. To be deployed in practical, we need to expand the coverage of ExIF to support the code exploration in detail by attaching a search engine (i.e., OpenGrok) as the back-end system.

Currently, the exploration can be locally performed in the selection scope. However, in the case of solving a recurrent problem, it is necessary to examine large scale of past commits globally. The scalable visualization using a t-SNE scatterplot to identify similar commits containing the information fragments of the problem can alleviate this issue. Moreover, Also, conducting the performance comparison study to existing tools can confirm the effectiveness of our system in practice. We leave these issues for future works.
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